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Abstract

Present-day computer technology equips standard laptops with enough computational power to
match that of some supercomputers from the last century. It is extremely beneficial that we make
use of technological advances to increase the quality and reach of science teaching. We developed a
computational toolkit that is intended to be used in the context of plasma physics education. The
goal is to include a simulation component in plasma physics courses. Simulations are run in the ZPIC
Particle-In-Cell code and the output data are treated and plotted using Python notebooks. We applied
our toolkit to reproduce and study some examples of fundamental results of plasma physics. These
include electron plasma waves and waves in magnetised plasmas, for which the dispersion relations
are studied and compared with theoretical predictions. We also observe the propagation of the waves,
paying special attention to reflection points and wave polarization. The other plasma phenomena
reproduced are the two-stream and Weibel instabilities. The growth rates of these instabilities are com-
pared to the theoretical expectations. A notebook was created for every phenomenon with specific data
analysis tools adequate to observe and interpret the results. The notebooks showcase different appli-
cations to our toolkit. Keywords: Plasma Physics Education, Simulation, ZPIC, Educational Software

1. Introduction

Plasma physics studies some of the most challeng-
ing open questions in the scientific community in
present days. Subjects like controlled thermonu-
clear fusion and laser wakefield acceleration are
two examples of long-term scientific and engineering
challenges which will be addressed in years to come.
It is important that students are captivated to pur-
sue their studies in the field of plasma physics. To
this purpose contributes a quality plasma physics
education that simultaneously motivates students
to conduct their future research in this field and
closes the gap between the classroom environment
and research. The project described here aims to
take a step towards this goal by developing a set of
tools designed to be used in an educational context
that will allow students to reproduce fundamental
plasma physics results via numerical simulations.

Plasmas are extremely dynamic media. They are
composed of free particles that carry electric charge
and hence interact self-consistently with the elec-
tromagnetic field. The long range of Coulomb’s
force results in plasmas evidencing a collective be-
haviour that goes beyond single-particle dynamics.
The complexity of such interactions and the typi-
cally huge number of particles requires the construc-
tion of analytical and computational models to un-
derstand and explain plasma behaviour. Numerical

first-principle approaches take a key role in consoli-
dating theoretical predictions or studying regimes
where analytical methods fail to present results.
Furthermore, simulations perform virtual experi-
ments where the plasma parameters can be strictly
set and controlled and grant access to the full 6D
phase space plus electromagnetic fields. They are a
standard technique in plasma physics research and
as such it is extremely beneficial that students are
introduced to the fundamentals of computational
plasma physics to take them closer to the field of
research.

Due to technological advances of the last decade,
personal computers nowadays have enough compu-
tational power to run meaningful simulations. If we
consider, for instance, the 1.9 GFLOPS peak per-
formance of Cray-2, the best supercomputer in the
world in 1985, we see that it is not much greater
than the 1.6 GFLOPS peak performance of a com-
mon iPhone 4 from 2010[1]. While state-of-the-art
simulations still require access to computer clusters,
we can now have students designing and running
their own simulations on a smaller scale. The work
developed in this project aims to illustrate examples
of fundamental plasma physics results via computer
simulation and to provide the necessary tools to ex-
plore different scenarios.

The manuscript is structured as follows. In Sec-
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tion 2 we discuss plasma models used in numeri-
cal simulations. Additionally, the Particle-In-Cell
(PIC) algorithm is briefly introduced. Following
this discussion, we move to Section 3, where the
ZPIC code and the Jupyter Notebook user inter-
face are described. In Section 4 the examples stud-
ied and for which notebooks were developed are pre-
sented. The discussion includes a theoretical deriva-
tion of the major properties of the phenomena and
the results of the simulations carried to illustrate
these examples.

2. Plasma Simulation

2.1. Plasma Models
Two major models are used to study plasmas: fluid
and kinetic. Fluid models consider macroscopic
quantities averaged over fluid elements. The pro-
cess of averaging quantities reduces the complex-
ity of the problems. Fluid models are well suited
for large-scale and low-frequency plasma dynamics.
Codes resorting to a fluid approach are faster but
are unable to capture microscopic physics. Small-
scale phenomena quite often affect the macroscopic
evolution of the system and, in such cases, fluid
models fail to accurately reproduce the evolution
of the plasma medium. A more fundamental and
accurate approach is required to study such scenar-
ios. Kinetic theory satisfies this request. Study-
ing the evolution of the 6D phase space provides a
more accurate and complete picture of the plasma.
Among other kinetic models are particle models.
These models track the motion of particles interact-
ing with self-consistent electromagnetic fields. The
large number of particles that compose typical plas-
mas poses an obstacle when it comes to numeri-
cally simulate these systems. If one is to calculate
the force acting in each of the N particles due to
Coulomb interactions with all the other N − 1 par-
ticles, it is easy to see that the number of opera-
tions required to advance the entire system scales
with N2 [2]. This scaling becomes impractical when
dealing with millions of particles. One of the most
successful techniques used to deal with this issue is
the Particle-In-Cell method.

2.2. Particle-In-Cell method
The PIC method starts with the discretization of
the system into a grid structure. The particles
positions and velocities are tracked in the semi-
continuous phase space, whereas charge and current
densities are computed in stationary grid points.
The PIC algorithm is simple to describe. First, for
each grid cell, we interpolate the contribution of ev-
ery particle inside the cell to the charge and current
densities evaluated and stored in the surrounding
grid points. After all particles have been consid-

Figure 1: The PIC loop considering a relativistic
model (adapted from [5]). The index i is used to
identify particles (at position xi with normalized
momentum ui) and j is related to the grid sites
where current density (Jj) is deposited and fields
(Ej and Bj) are computed. Every particle feels a
force Fi.

ered, the charge and current values are used by a
field solver that numerically solves Maxwell’s equa-
tion to update the fields. The fields are then inter-
polated back to each particle’s location and their
positions and velocities are advanced, concluding
one passage of the cycle [3, 4]. Figure 1 illustrates
the PIC loop.

The PIC technique reduces significantly the num-
ber of operations. Let us carry out a simple esti-
mate to evaluate this number. For a cell containing
Npc particles the number of operations required to
interpolate the charge and current of each particle
to the grid points and then interpolate back the
fields to advance particles’ positions and velocities
scales with Npc. For the whole system composed
of Np particles we have to perform these operations
for every particle, yielding a scaling of Np. We must
now consider field evaluation. For every cell, we
need to solve Maxwell’s equations to update fields
at the grid points. Repeating this process for all the
Nc cells in the system results in Nc more operations.
The total number of operations hence scales with
Np + Nc. For most cases, we have many particles
per cell and Np is the dominant term, from which
we see that the number of operations is significantly
reduced when compared to the direct calculation of
particle-particle interactions. The accuracy of ki-
netic models and the speed of the PIC algorithm
make the PIC technique ideal for our project.
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3. ZPIC Framework

3.1. ZPIC

The code used to carry the simulations in the con-
text of this project is ZPIC. ZPIC is a fully rela-
tivistic PIC code developed by Ricardo Fonseca [6].
Unlike other PIC codes such as OSIRIS[7], it uses
no parallel programming. Dropping parallelization
features reduces the code complexity. It also works
in favour of code portability. These properties make
the code well fit for applications in an educational
context, where users may not be expert program-
mers.

An important property of ZPIC is that it works
with normalized units. All quantities are normal-
ized to reference plasma physics parameters such as
the plasma frequency and the speed of light. Par-
ticles’ charge and mass are normalized to the val-
ues for electrons. Although this unit system may
be confusing at first, it is helpful when scaling our
results for different system sizes and most of all be-
cause these units are often the natural units when
dealing with plasmas. The last statement will be
demonstrated in Section 4. Throughout the docu-
ment, when desirable for the sake of clarity, we will
denote normalized quantities with an apostrophe.

ZPIC was developed using the C programming
language. The low level of this programming lan-
guage allows for better memory management and
code optimization. The standard way to run ZPIC
is to create an input file specifying the simulation
parameters and the initial state of the system to
be reproduced and then to compile the code and
run it from a terminal. There is, however, the pos-
sibility of initializing and running ZPIC from the
interface we will discuss in the next section. This
method avoids the need for an input file since simu-
lation parameters are specified in the interface. At
present time this functionality is only developed for
the 1D electromagnetic version of the code.

3.2. User Interface

In order to efficiently explore and browse the sim-
ulation data, we will explore synthetic diagnostics
that consist of 2D/3D projections of the 6D phase-
space. Appropriate data analysis and visualization
tools are required to examine these diagnostics. We
wish to combine the tools in a single interface where
the user has access to all data analysis and plot-
ting functionalities simultaneously. It is also desir-
able that the interface is clear and self-explanatory.
With these considerations in mind, we opted for a
notebook interface, namely the Jupyter Notebook
framework [8]. The combination of text with code
characteristic of a notebook interface allows for the
inclusion of theoretical and phenomenological de-
scriptions of the scenarios being studied and also

facilitates a better understanding not only of each
individual step but also of the guiding line of the
analysis. These properties are helpful for educa-
tional applications such as ours.

The notebooks and source files were developed
using Python. This high-level programming lan-
guage has some properties that are ideal for our
project. The high abstraction level of this lan-
guage confers simplicity to the source codes and
makes it easier for users to understand the sev-
eral tools developed. Furthermore, the vast user
community offers helpful user support, and there
are many libraries with mathematical modules and
plotting functionalities. These properties facilitate
the adaptation of the notebooks and corresponding
functionalities to new projects and examples.

The notebooks were developed keeping in mind
the specific target users we wish to reach. First, the
non-expert audience requires that the notebooks be
clear and self-explanatory so that they are easy to
follow and fully explore. The role of the source files
we mentioned before is to define the functions we
call in the notebooks so that we avoid the pres-
ence of huge portions of code. The creation of such
files improves the clarity and aesthetics of the note-
books, which are essential to captivate the users. To
capture users’ attention also contributes the inter-
activeness of the notebooks. When convenient and
beneficial we make use of graphical user interface
widgets to interact with the plots. Examples of wid-
gets are sliders to move forwards and backwards in
time and checkboxes to enable or disable the inclu-
sion in the plots of theoretical considerations such
as the theoretical growth rate of instabilities.

One of the methods to run ZPIC is through the
notebooks. Simulations may be both initialized and
run from the notebook interface. This requires the
use of Cython, a programming language to bridge
the C language from the ZPIC code to Python,
the notebooks’ language. The cost of including an-
other programming language in the framework is
balanced by the advantage of not requiring the cre-
ation of an input file and the straightforward way
we can set or change simulation parameters in the
notebook interface. The inclusion of Cython, how-
ever, brings no trouble to the users since they deal
directly with the notebook interface.

For each of the examples, a notebook was cre-
ated. All the notebooks follow the same structure.
We start with a brief theoretical characterization of
the phenomenon. Some of the most relevant prop-
erties are introduced and explained. This discussion
is followed by the simulation section. For the cases
where the simulations are carried through the note-
books, it is in this section that simulation parame-
ters are set and simulations are initialized and run.
After the simulations are finished, the results are
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explored making use of data analysis and plotting
tools specifically designed for each example.

4. Example Cases

4.1. Theoretical Model
We discussed earlier the differences between fluid
and kinetic models and justified our choice for a
kinetic code. Nevertheless, fluid models describe
many of the fundamental results of plasma physics,
including the phenomena we reproduce in our ex-
amples. In this work we follow a fluid approach
to derive the existence and properties of our set
of examples, that is: electron plasma waves; waves
in magnetised plasmas; two-stream instability; and
the Weibel instability.

The first equations needed for the derivations
are continuity and momentum equation. For every
species s present in the plasma we have

∂ns
∂t

+∇ · (nsvs) = 0, (1)

ns

[
∂vs
∂t

+ (vs · ∇)vs

]
=
qsns
ms

(E + vs ×B)

− γkBTs
ms

∇ns,
(2)

where ns and vs are the particles’ density and ve-
locity of species s, qs and ms are its individual
particles’ charge and mass and Ts is the temper-
ature of the species. To close our set of equations
we need either Poisson’s equation, if we are inter-
ested in an electrostatic phenomena, or Faraday’s
and Ampère’s laws, if we want to study electromag-
netic oscillations. These equations read

ε0∇ ·E =
∑
s

qsns, Poisson′s equation, (3)

∇× ·E = −∂B
∂t
, Faraday′s law, (4)

c2∇× ·B =
j

ε0
+
∂E

∂t
, Ampère′s law, (5)

where j =
∑
s qsnsvs. We address only the linear

regime. To linearize the equations, we assume that
quantities have a constant, zeroth order component
and a first order perturbation. We write this as U =
U0 + U1(r, t) for a generic quantity U and neglect
higher orders terms. The last step is to apply the
wave ansatz U1 = u1e

i(k·r−ωt). For perturbations
of this nature we have that ∇ = ik and ∂

∂t = −iw.

4.2. Electron Plasma Waves
Electron Plasma Waves are one of the most funda-
mental results in plasma physics. These waves are
electrostatic and propagate in unmagnetized plas-
mas. They are high frequency waves and we will
consider the ions as unperturbed. In summary, we
have:

• ∇ ×E = 0 (Longitudinal waves);

• B = 0 (Unmagnetized plasma);

• ve = ve1 ‖ E

• ne = n0 + ne1

• ni = n0

Given our assumption of fixed ions, we need only
solve electrons’ continuity and momentum equa-
tions and Poisson’s equation. The resulting disper-
sion relation is

ω2 = ω2
p + 3v2thk

2. (6)

In this expression, ω2
p = 4πe2n0/me is the plasma

frequency, with e the electron charge, and v2th =
kBTe/me is the thermal velocity of the electrons.
We assumed the adiabatic coefficient γ = 3 since for
our high-frequency regime we expect no thermaliza-
tion. Rewriting the dispersion relation for ZPIC’s
normalized units system reads ω′2 = 1+3v′2thk

′2. Let
us further define the variable k′′2 ≡ v′2thk

′2, which
corresponds to normalizing k′ and v′2th to the Debye
length λDe. This yields ω′2 = 1 + 3k′′2, suggesting
that in this scenario ω−1p and λDe are the natural
units for time and space, respectively.

To reproduce electron plasma waves we simulated
1D plasmas consisting of an electrons species of ini-
tial uniform density n0 and a fixed background of
positive neutralizing charge. The velocity distribu-
tion of electrons is a Maxwellian, and we consid-
ered plasmas with three different thermal veloci-
ties: vth = 0.02c, vth = 0.05c and vth = 0.2c. The
thermal motion of electrons will seed the pertur-
bations, and given its random nature, we expect
several modes to be excited.

To study the dispersion relation of these waves
we perform a 2D Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
in both time and space. Figure 2 illustrates the
ω−k space of the electric field. We see that the dis-
persion relation previously derived agrees well with
the simulation results except for the regions where
the phase velocity vφ = ω/k is of the order of or
smaller than vth. In this regime, thermal agitation
breaks the waves and we don’t observe any coher-
ent mode. We also see that the simulation results
remain essentially unchanged when we consider dif-
ferent thermal velocities if we use the Debye length
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normalization. Our previous statement that the De-
bye length is the natural unit for spatial dimensions
in this scenario is then confirmed.

(a) vth = 0.02c

(b) vth = 0.05c

(c) vth = 0.02c

(d) vth = 0.05c

Figure 2: Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the lon-
gitudinal electric field. The red curve corresponds
to the theoretical dispersion relation. Plots (a) and
(b) use ZPIC’s system of normalized units, while
(c) and (d) follow the Debye length normalization.

After this analysis, we performed simulations in-
cluding a ”heavy positron” species besides the elec-
trons. For this species’ particles we considered
three different masses: mp = me, mp = 10me and
mp = 100me. Figure 3 shows the results for these
simulations. The red line represents the dispersion
relation for electron plasma waves when the ions
are fixed. As we increase the positrons mass, the
results asymptotically approach this line, justifying
our assumption of considering ions as fixed.

(a) mp = me

(b) mp = 10me

(c) mp = 100me

Figure 3: Comparison between the FFT’s of the
longitudinal electric field for the three simulations
including a positron species. (a), (b) and (c) corre-
spond to mp = me, mp = 10me and mp = 100me

respectively.

4.3. Waves in Magnetized Plasmas

Electromagnetic waves travelling in magnetized
plasmas behave differently depending on the align-
ment of wave polarization and propagation direc-
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tion with the magnetic field B0. The simplest case
is the ordinary wave (O wave), where the wave
propagates perpendicularly to the external mag-
netic field but the wave’s electric field E1 is aligned
with it. The dispersion relation for this configura-
tion is

ω2 = ω2
p + c2k2. (7)

This is the same dispersion relation as for elec-
tromagnetic waves propagating in non-magnetized
plasmas. The electric field excites electron motion
in the direction of the magnetic field, and hence
electron motion is not affected. A slightly more
complicated scenario occurs when this is not the
case because the electric field is also perpendicular
to B0. The dispersion relation in this case is

c2k2

ω2
= ñ2 = 1−

ω2
p

ω2

ω2 − ω2
p

ω2 − ω2
h

, (8)

where ω2
h = ω2

p + ω2
c is the upper hybrid frequency

and ωc = eB0/mec is the electron cyclotron fre-
quency. It turns out that these waves will develop
a longitudinal component, that is E1 · k 6= 0. This
partly transverse, partly longitudinal wave is called
the extraordinary wave (X wave). It has two cut-

offs at ω = ωR
L

= 1/2
[(
ω2
c + 4ω2

p

)1/2 ± ωc] and a

resonance at ω = ωh. Near the resonance, the wave
becomes essentially longitudinal, while for high fre-
quencies the wave is purely electromagnetic.

When the waves propagate parallel to B0, the
plasma admits the propagation of two circularly po-
larized waves, one right-handed (R wave) and the
other left-handed (L wave). Their dispersion rela-
tions are:

ñ2 = 1−
ω2
p/ω

2

1− ωc/ω
R wave ; (9)

ñ2 = 1−
ω2
p/ω

2

1 + ωc/ω
L wave. (10)

The cutoff frequencies ωR and ωL are also cutoffs
of the R and L wave, respectively. The R wave res-
onates at ω = ωc and the wave energy is absorbed
by electron cyclotron motion.

Linearly polarized electromagnetic waves coming
into a plasma in this setup are decomposed into
an R and an L wave. Since these waves propagate
at slightly different velocities, a dephasing occurs
between them and the polarization plane is rotated
as the wave travels inside the plasma. This effect is
known as Faraday rotation.

Four notebooks were created to study the subject
of waves in magnetized plasmas. The first addresses
the dispersion relations of both the O and the X
waves. The second explores the propagation of the
X wave in a plasma ramp. The third illustrates the

dispersion relations of the R and L waves. Finally,
the fourth notebook reproduces Faraday rotation.

In the first notebook we simulate a 1D plasma
with a perpendicular B0. We define the plasma spa-
tial dimension as the x-direction, so that k = kex,
and B0 = B0ez. The plasma is composed of elec-
trons with uniform density n0 and a Maxwellian
velocity distribution with vth = 0.005c. Thermal
motion excites the different modes. We use a mag-
netic field amplitude corresponding to a cyclotron
frequency ωc = 0.5ωp. We study the dispersion rela-
tion of both the O and X waves by applying the 2D
FFT to the parallel and perpendicular electric field
components with respect to B0. The results are
illustrated in Figure 4. They agree well with the-
oretical expectations, represented by the red line.
It is also shown that for high frequencies the wave
is purely electromagnetic (E1 ⊥ k) while near the
resonance the wave becomes longitudinal (E1 ‖ k).

In the second notebook, we simulate a similar sce-
nario. The differences consist of the electron species
density, which grows from n = 0 to n = n0, and that
we launch an electromagnetic wave into the plasma
instead of letting thermal motion exciting electro-
magnetic modes. We reproduce scenarios where the
wave is either transmitted or reflected in one of the
two cutoffs. Figure 5 illustrates a scenario where
the wave is reflected when the plasma density is
such that the wave frequency ω0 matches ωL.

The third notebook reproduces the R and L
waves’ dispersion relations. In this case, we set the
magnetic field to point in the 1D plasma direction,
that is B0 = B0ex. The electron species has once
again a uniform density n0 and a Maxwellian veloc-
ity distribution with vth = 0.005c. We reproduce
two scenarios with ωc = 0.5ωp and ωc = 2.0ωp. The
2D FFT of the perpendicular electric field compo-
nent Ey is illustrated in Figure 6. The results agree
with theory quite well. We also see that depending
on the relation between ωp and ωc we may or may
not have a stop band for electromagnetic waves,
since for ωL > ωc neither the R nor the L wave
are able to propagate for frequencies ωc < ω < ωL.

In the last notebook concerning waves in mag-
netized plasmas, we reproduce the effect of Fara-
day rotation. An electromagnetic wave is launched
against a magnetized plasma with uniform density.
Both k and B0 point in the x-direction. The angle
of rotation of the polarization plane θrot after the
wave has travelled a distance L inside the plasma is
given by

θrot =
∆φ

2
=

1

2
(kL − kR)L, (11)

where kL and kR are found by solving the L and R
waves’ dispersion relations for k. They are given by
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(a) ωc = 0.5 ωp

(b) ωc = 0.5 ωp

(c) ωc = 0.5 ωp

Figure 4: FFT of the electric field components (a)
parallel and (b) & (c) perpendicular to the external
magnetic field for the O and X waves, respectively.
The red curve corresponds to the theoretical dis-
persion relation. The red line is not included in (c)
since it covers the resulst but is exactly the same as
in (b).

kR =

√
ω3 − ωcω2 − ω2

pω

c2(ω − ωc)
; (12)

kL =

√
ω3 + ωcω2 − ω2

pω

c2(ω + ωc)
. (13)

For the sake of clarity, let us define here the ref-
erence plasma frequency ωp0 corresponding to a
plasma frequency n = n0. If we set the wave’s
frequency ω ≡ ω0 = 2.3ωp0, the magnetic field
amplitude B0 = 0.5ωp0 and the electron density
n = 0.21n0 we expect that after travelling a dis-

Figure 5: Propagation of the X wave in a plasma
ramp. The colors represent the value of Ey.

(a) ωc = 0.5 ωp

(b) ωc = 2.0 ωp

Figure 6: FFT of Ey for the R and L waves for two
different magnetic field amplitudes.

tance L = 150 c/ωp0 the wave will have have suf-
fered a 90◦ polarization rotation. We simulate such
a scenario and then look for the wave propagation
on both components Ey and Ez. We also plot the
polarization of the wave in three different positions:
before entering the plasma; inside the plasma; after
leaving the plasma. The results are illustrated in
Figure 7. The initial polarization of the wave is in
the y-direction. Inside the plasma we see that the
polarization is gradually rotated due to the dephas-
ing between the R and L waves. After the plasma,
which has a length of L = 150 c/ωp0, the wave is po-
larized in the z-direction. We confirm this in Figure
7 (a) by observing that the Ey component vanishes
as the wave propagates further in the plasma. The
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opposite happens for Ez, whose magnitude grows
along the propagation direction.

(a) ωc = 0.5 ωp

(b) ωc = 0.5 ωp

(c) ωc = 0.5 ωp

Figure 7: Faraday rotation of an electromagnetic
wave inside a magnetized plasma. (a) and (b) show
the propagation of the electric field components Ey
and Ez, respectively. (c) shows the polarization of
the wave at positions before the plasma (blue), in-
side the plasma (red) and after the plasma (green).
For each color, the dots correspond to different in-
stants.

4.4. Two-stream Instability
The two-stream instability occurs when we have two
streams propagating at different velocities. It is an
electrostatic instability responsible for the growth
of small perturbations that may affect the flows of
the streams. For a 1D model for a cold plasma with
two streams A and B propagating at velocities vA0

and vB0 we have the dispersion relation

1 = ω2
p

[
1

(ω − kvA0)2
+

1

(ω − kvB0)2

]
. (14)

If the two streams are counterpropagating with ve-
locity vA0 = −vB0 ≡ v0 the dispersion relation ad-
mits as solutions

ω = ±
√
ω2
p + k2v20 ±

√
ω4
p + 4k2v20ω

2
p (15)

Purely imaginary solutions arise when√
ω4
p + 4k2v20ω

2
p > ω2

p + k2v20 . In this regime

we observe an instability arising. It grows exponen-
tially with a growth rate γ ≡ −iω. The maximum
growth rate γmax and the corresponding kmax are
given by

γmax =
1

2
ωp;

kmax =

√
3

2v0
ωp.

(16)

In the notebook we reproduce a plasma composed
of two electron streams counterpropagating with ve-
locities ±v0 = 0.1c and a fixed background of neu-
tralizing charge. The electron species have uniform
density n = n0 and the velocity distribution is a
Maxwellian around ±v0 in the direction of propa-
gation of the streams and a simple Maxwellian for
the other directions, in both cases with thermal ve-
locity vth = 0.001c. Random thermal motion will
seed the instability, which will eventually be domi-
nated by the mode with the highest growth rate.

The simulation starts with null electric field. As
time passes, the instability is seeded and grows
and a non-vanishing electric field arises and grows.
To confirm our predictions regarding the dominant
mode of the instability, we plot the 1D FFT of the
electric field along the direction of the flow of elec-
trons. This is illustrated in Figure 8. We expect
the dominant mode to have k = kmax = 8.66 ωp/c.
From the plot we note that the dominant mode
has kdom = 8.80 ωp/c, which is in good agreement
with theory taking into account the FFT resolution.
Next, we look at the evolution of the amplitude of
the FFT maximum to study the growth rate of the
instability. Figure 9 shows a good agreement be-
tween the results and the expected growth γmax.
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This plot suggests that the linear regime is aban-
doned slightly before t = 20 ω−1p since we observe
saturation of the instability.

Figure 8: FFT of the electric field at t = 14.4 ω−1p .
The maximum is close to the predicted value for
kmax, and as we move away from the maximum the
amplitude decreases as expected.

Figure 9: Evolution of the amplitude of the FFT
maximum. The line in red corresponds to a growth
rate of γmax.

Looking at the x−px phase space for latter times
confirms the non-linear, turbulent regime we ex-
pected from the vanishing slope observed in Fig-
ure 9. Figure 10 illustrates the phase space of the
plasma.

Figure 10: x− px phase space of the system in the
turbulent regime.

4.5. Weibel Instability
The Weibel or current filamentation instability is an
electromagnetic instability that leads to the gener-
ation of magnetic fields in previously unmagnetized
plasmas. It occurs when there is an anisotropy
in the distribution function. It is usually con-
ceived as having a plasma which is hotter in one
direction than in the others. Here, we will con-
sider two streams counterpropagating with veloci-
ties v = ±v0ez. If a perturbation in the magnetic
field of the form B = B1 exp(ikx)ey is excited, elec-
trons moving in the positive (upward) and negative
(downward) z-direction will have their trajectories
bend in opposite directions, leading to a congrega-
tion of upward and downward moving electrons in
alternate nodes of the magnetic field. This separa-
tion of flows gives rise to an electric current which
recursively feeds the magnetic field perturbation,
leading to an instability.

Derivation of the dispersion relation for the
Weibel instability leads to the expression

ω4
p − (2ω2

p + k2c2)ω2 − 2ω2
pv

2
0k

2 = 0. (17)

The dispersion relation yields imaginary solution for
all values of the wavenumber k, meaning each mode
will grow with a given growth rate. The growth rate
increases with k and for large wavenumbers takes
the asymptotical value

γmax =
√

2
v0ωp
c

. (18)

In the notebook the user is asked to simulate a
2D plasma consisting of two electron streams coun-
terpropagating with ±v0 = ±v0ez, v0 = 0.1c. Each
species is initialized with uniform density n = n0
and a Maxwellian velocity distribution with ther-
mal velocity vth = 0.0001c for both the x- and y-
direction. As for the z-direction, all particles ini-
tially have vz = ±v0, and there will be no initial
net current since the same number of particles is
travelling up and down. Thermal motion introduces
perturbations which seed the instability.

From our previous discussion we expected that
the current will have a filamentous structure, with
the filaments corresponding to the nodes of the
magnetic field. The simulation results show the
arising of thin current filaments as the instability
grows. This filaments eventually merge together
into larger structures. Figure 11 show this process.

To evaluate the instability’s growth rate we study
the evolution of the energy stored in the magnetic
field given by

UB =

∫
B2
⊥ dxdy. (19)

The results are plotted in Figure 12. The growth of
the magnetic energy agrees with the theoretically
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(a)

(b)

Figure 11: Evolution of the current.

predicted exponential growth with γ = 2γmax, rep-
resented in the plot by the red line.

Figure 12: Energy stored in the magnetic field. The
red line represents an exponential growth with γ =
2 γmax.

5. Conclusions
The goal of this project was to contribute to a bet-
ter and more complete learning experience in the
field of plasma physics by developing a computa-
tional toolkit with the purpose of illustrating fun-
damental plasma physics’ results through numerical
simulations of plasmas. With this purpose in mind,
we created a set of examples that cover many of
the topics explored in introductory plasma physics’
courses. We believe our work can prove to be a pow-
erful resource that the people in charge of plasma
physics courses can resort to enhance the learning
experience of their students. It has already been
successfully used in the Advanced Plasma Physics
course at Instituto Superior Técnico.

The notebooks and data analysis tools developed
also set the foundations from which a much wider
set of examples may be developed in the future.
This toolkit is an ideal framework for students to
develop work assignments or projects. In the fu-
ture, more examples should be created to cover
more plasma physics topics.
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